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who-why-what are we doing?

• Collaborative project between 3 institutions that use the same CRIS (PURE), and have had joint submissions to REF,

• project formalises existing collaborations & a culture of sharing information; by

• Sharing things that work and things that don’t initially with each other; then wider via

• Publishing case studies & workflows, and hosting workshops & webinars.
Significant Project Outputs (1)

- A year in the life of Open Access support: continuous improvement at University of St Andrews
  - [http://hdl.handle.net/10023/6430](http://hdl.handle.net/10023/6430)
Updated process map
Significant Project Outputs (2)

• Implementation Case Study at a Medical School
  – https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/10010

• Managing open access (OA) workflows at the University of St Andrews: challenges and Pathfinder solutions
  – http://dx.doi.org/10.1629/2048-7754.178
Significant Project Outputs (3)

• example School implementation plan & risk register,
  – https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/10013

• example email communications
  – https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/10012
  – https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/10011

• Draft job descriptions for new OA staff
  – https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/10016

• PURE validation training
  – https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/10021
Events & presentations

- ‘Library as Publisher’ *Repo Fringe* 31 July 2014
- ‘OA and the REF’ *HEFCE OA Policy Workshop* 26th Sept 2014
- ‘Library as Publisher’ *UKSG webinar* 29.10.14
- ‘Streamlining OA’ *University Science and Technology Librarians Group* 18.11.14
- OA: A Good Practice Exchange *ARMA workshop* 7.7.15
- REF planning workshop *Repo Fringe* 5 Aug 2015
REF planning workshop
Repo Fringe 5 Aug 2015

http://edin.ac/1O7SLxs
Thank you for listening

http://libraryblogs.is.ed.ac.uk/loch/
Theo.Andrew@ed.ac.uk